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IT COMES ON YELLOW  
  after Su Tung P’o 
 
It comes on yellow & 
it comes on blue.  
It comes for the shapely flowers 
& it comes for you.  
 
In the dawn & the gloaming 
the shadows climb up & down  
the walls, the ceiling blisters 
& falls like a snipped bud.  
 
Will you be caught in the net  
of barren twig silhouettes 
black against the blushing quartz 
of the sky?  The sky 
 
isn’t real & neither are you. 
Tend to the garden of your flesh, 
how it resists 
blight & pestilence, but never 
 
enough.  Starlings devour each other  
on the curb, transubstantiation 
juju for the down & out set. 
Don’t say life is short, 
 
because it is.  How many Spring Festivals are we 
born to see?  How many lives led? 
In even this one husk? 
Youth is a curse on the old,  
 
the magnolias so frail 
under the casters of the U.S. Mail— 
a new career in the Dead Letter 
Office—“Must have a sense of humor 
 
about every goddamned thing.” 
It comes on red & 
it comes on green; it’s everything 
you’ve even been, everything you’ve ever seen. 



ALLSORTS 
 
1. 
Nocturne 
 
Day gives way to nocturnes 
Fantasies & polonaises  
Day gives way to nocturnes 
Steps echo on the flagstones 
Day gives way to nocturnes 
 
White petals like fallen snow 
Petals are a flower’s death 
White petals like fallen snow 
Flowers die into the summer 
White petals like fallen snow 
 
Life is very short 
Thirty-six black keys 
Life is very short 
& fifty-two white 
Life is very short 
 
Dreams increase our time alive 
The bottle’s bottom is a red O 
Dreams increase our time alive 
Nocturne is a thunderstorm 
Dreams increase our time alive 
 
Morning furrows brows 
Cold water on my face  
Morning furrows brows 
White hairs in my beard 
Morning furrows brows 
 
Net of black limbs in winter 
Dots & dashes a tangle of letters 
Net of black limbs in winter 
The gloaming a scented page 
Net of black limbs in winter 
 



A waltz plays in an empty room 
An empty rocking chair 
A waltz plays in an empty room 
Old clothes & letters in a box 
A waltz plays in an empty room. 



2. 
Eight Bits 
 
Pixilated ostrich lays an egg 
Glissando of an 8-bit kangaroo 
Pixilated ostrich lays an egg 
 
Hoar of chlorine on cotton mesh 
Blacktop pocked by red anthills  
Hoar of chlorine on cotton mesh 
 
Black snake carbon stains on flagstones 
Striped beachball blows across a yard 
Black snake carbon stains on flagstones 
 
Kiss of hot vinyl on legs & arms 
Popped Pinto lock like a golf tee 
Kiss of hot vinyl on legs & arms 
 
Jungle drum of hail on aluminum roof 
Orange kerosene & Port-A-Potty smells 
Jungle drum of hail on aluminum roof 
 
Bounced to death by a smiley face 
A row of quarters like a centipede  
Bounced to death by a smiley face 
 
Mothsmoke & citronella & spider bites 
Bosom of green glass & cigarette butts 
Mothsmoke & citronella & spider bites 
 
No memory of the sound of the sea 
Bears & crystals ascend to heaven 
No memory of the sound of the sea.  
 



3.  
The Cloud 
 

   Pink skin. turnpike. 
vestige of symbiosis. 

amaryllis. dust. tapir. cloud kite.  
reflecting pool.  the throat of sunrise.   a pattern of stripes, taken  

for granted. everything. widgets in a hopper. the yeast of death. 
mavens. angels.  wicked angles of the foot on the crooked 

flagstones a quivering shadow like a proboscis leveled egregiously at your quivering, 
uneven mouth.  zenji song a direct, green path to the life of the mind.  
 the light of the mined.       rustic nuggets of iron pyrite. blister smile. 
 the Doppler of a simile, like a sensitive underbelly bloated 
  with  fire. ascending scales, convulsive  
  like everything.      what was not predetermined was constructed 
   by chance procedures, whorls in a lollipop 
    like the trajectory of rank lives. 
     apropos of this 
      tilework this 
       furnace. 



4. 
Sputnik 
 
A space monkey never coming home 
The rivets on the portholes strange punctuation 
The shape of the air as it leaves your mouth 
 
A viridian smear walled over is a prayer 
Buildings forget us; buildings have nothing 
To do with us.  Cursive paper a road into  
 
A hypothetical town, troubled by flying  
Saucers & ghosts & snowy egrets who lie 
Never get between a devotchka & her stigmata 
 
Pinging of rusted bells & the gill of a Venetian 
Blind & its jailhouse smock.  Split open & foaming 
The meat of a skull, popped off like another  
 
Wrong act in the sticky darkness of a family 
Sepulcher.  The lattice of an aquifer, the same  
Force at work in the palms of the young men 
 
On the road, under the winking satellites 
Satellites breeding in the upper air, a grim  
Kaleidoscope of diodes, the nested isosceles  
 
Of same the cathedral of mirrors & splinters  
Of the grated self, the snake green slurry   
Of your abandoned occupations, one less  
 
Of whatever it was that occurred to you to reach 
Satellites bisect the constellations, an unwanted  
Guest is nevertheless someone to talk to, bugs  
 
& rats not so distant in the lonely time  
The lonely space & the unending song of a wall 
Saw boss, saw the sea, saw the blue marble 



Tilting away, a boardgame—bored into  
Its third dimension, the naughty silos & the rot 
On the ribs of a ship as the water leaves it 
 
Antenna for dreams and for all the fears  
Made moot—orphans & widows, a window 
Full of spiders & rain. 



5. 
Rapid Eye Movement  
  after David Bowie 

 
Dream autobahn interrupted by actual street screech 

Nothing equals the quaint cities of the mind 
What creatures are the invented bystanders? 

 Shadows of shadows—what food on their plates? 
What taste in their mouths, which are your mouth 

Many times over?  The ground trembles, a pile  
Of laundry tumbles into a sewer grate.  Lapsed & elapsed  
Minutes & sentences invert & lose their minds in the brain 

 
Citi Field emerges from the 6 AM 

Gloom to the drone of “The Subterraneans” 
A moment inscribed, again 

Share bride failing star care-line care-line care-line care-line  

Driving me Shirley, Shirley, Shirley own share bride failing star 

Is it ever the same train twice? 
It is indeed, but you will never know it 

 

The cool plane of bus windows, cipher of raindrops 
Upon, frost of central heat eclipses clouds of gasps, 
Unrecorded.  Leaves proliferate as though they are  
About to be filmed.  Keep time by tunes, keep time 
By words, keep time by lawns & churches—agony  
Of the route, the problem of civilization is moving 

Bodies through space to make room for more bodies 
All of these bodies are getting old.  The busses, the 

Lawns, the churches, they are all growing so very old. 



6. 
Beachcombing Robots 
 
Last ocean & blue sky 
Beachcombing robots supercede us  
Long after we die 
 
The segmented hoses 
Of their gentle arms— 
Violence is stoked by hunger 
 
Despair by thirst. To take it all in 
Like a steady stream of irritating smoke 
Even under your skin it’s still you— 
 
A million little reactions you have 
No idea about. What does it even look like 
inside your lungs?  To this day, still  
 
A mystery to yourself & everyone else 
Mysteries sell very well, but not yours— 
Unsolved & with no apparent motivation. 



7. 
Waning 

 
Bright scythe of crescent moon, 
Upended, as though it could hold 
Something—it holds more of itself 
In this sense, a wink or a bit finger- 
Nail; lantern of sleep, what waning 
Light reveals.  Drastic.  But no big deal. 

 
The problem 

Of the supermoon 
Is a question of scale—most likely 

To be blown out of proportion, hanging 
A silver pap beside the sparkling city or pensive 

Over a field of dimming lavender 
The problem is 

The moon blood 
In the brain 
Like a wasp 

 
Still full, even in the darkness, nothing 
New over the Earth or in the sky.   No  
Heaven, so no heavens, only empty 
Space.  Still shining, for someone else 
A matter of perspective, a reminder 
That the light has turned its back on you. 

 



8. 
The Dying Bird 
 

Consider the expiring thoughts of a goldfinch: not of ascending 
As in life, perhaps of returning to egg— enclosed by the dark 
Shell of death, or perhaps none at all, having lived & sung & this 
Gloaming just another tune, another wind.  Little thing greater than  
 

I 
& the anxiety 

Of I, of ceasing to be 
I, a terrific silence, 

Full stop 
In the narrative 

Of which 
 

Our bird knows nothing, being a lyric life, never grounded or 
Of the ground, as are we: buriers, burners, drowners. This one 
Returns to the air—the infinite air—at last unenclosed by wing 
By holy bone, disappearing into the song of the open sky. 



9. 
The World of Tomorrow 
 
What made wings into arms 
Not to anticipate actual birds 
Inhabiting the bird-angles  
 
Of the dynamic chariot of the future 
Flowers of rust paint the rippling 
Calves of the Atlas of Tomorrow— 
 
Striations frame the real still blood 
Of anticipation, now long lost 
How the unseen will kick balls 
 
Around the reflecting pools  
As the empty lightning cracks  
Rock bottom.  Ice cream trucks 
 
Tinkle above the time capsule & remain 
Unironically, the same  
Just like today is always 
 
The same as yesterday 
Concentric rings above 
The forgotten amphitheater, songs  
 
In the wrong tongue for some 
But songs nevertheless rebound 
Around the disintegrating saucer 
 
Tear-stains of the moldy gods 
The great steel shoulders  
Of industry burrowed through  
 
By minutes & air & noisy shadows— 
What holds the torch high above  
The muddy fields will burn  
 
Down to the knuckles & the body  
Itself will ignite, an alien sun in the sky 
Above the fields you will never know. 



10. 
Spring Sorrow 
 
Spring sorrow 
In purging rain 
Spring sorrow 
 
In purging rain 
Lilies hang heads 
In purging rain 
 
Lilies hang heads 
Petals rip, tiny lifeboats 
Lilies hang heads 
 
Petals rip, tiny lifeboats 
Curbward, corpuscles 
Petals rip, tiny lifeboats 
 
Curbward, corpuscles 
Into a drain-mouth 
Curbward, corpuscles 
 
Into a drain-mouth 
Street murmur, bisected 
Into a drain-mouth 
 
Street murmur, bisected 
Tire crash, flower puddle 
Street murmur, bisected  
 
Tire crash, flower puddle 
Spring sorrow 
Tire crash, flower puddle. 



11. 
Glitch 
 
Silver process. 
  Gold luck gosh 
 a vast ear  
 in the head. 
   Bashed cars 
elipses. 
 A bright brigand. 
  Roll the death sect. 
 Kids these days. 
   Nostalgia 
for the Cold War 
  when the whole world could die  
& not just you. 
  A posthumous spike in sales. 
 Half-life. 
  A house was haunted until 
all of the ghosts gave up & thus 
 talking to ghosts is talking 
to yourself. 
  Enough to rip my name  
right out of the air. 
   Footfalls of a wasp 
  on her throat. 
 What a jack o’lantern does the other  
 11 months. 
 
If there’s a lake of fire 
   lake of water 
     lake of air 
I fear 
  the lake of earth the most.  
  To be human is to bury. 
     Ossifying candy. 
 If you can be born dead 
  can you die alive? 



12. 
Absence Portraits 
  after Lissa Rivera 

 
Would that the aperture could ensnare the soul, I  

Might remain before an open window in Arcanum 
Ohio; not even breeze blows here, instead looking  

Out into the obliterating sea, immortal remains—no 
 Eyes for the trompe l’oeil stairs, a tome on the end 

Table.  4 legs, 3 legs will resist the tilting of the grave 
Accent toward the end of the sentence, but never 2 

 
I once was 

In Altoona, Pennsylvania 
A man or a woman 
This book is blank 
—oblitertature— 

This palace  
Ripped down the middle 

A cesarean curtain 
I once was 

 
In Sleepy Eye, Minnesota, a queen of lavish tableaux 

 A memento mooring the divan to the floor & nothing  
Else.  The human mark melts from the frame & even  
An urn, a dead stump & painted trunks will die but 
they will die late, falling from a height or consumed 
By flames or just forgotten until the sea eats the land 
 & a chair can’t rock in Angola, Indiana. We can’t see 

the gone faces, but they can see us staring, hear us 
listening. 



CAN WE START AGAIN? 
after Tindersticks 

 
The house with cake layers, 
 
 cavernous eyes 
  a green man, 
 
the closets fill 
 with tapwater 
like aquariums 
 
O the closets fill 
 
 the woodfloors the teak 
 
basement boring 
 down to hell, 
 
 bug-eyes of a bar, 
  robot cables 
 
in a shaker tube. Departures 
   & Arrivals. 
 
 The purple mist of the train, 
 in the holds of ships, 
 
chewing gum wrapper miles above ground. 
 
Jack & Jill on green felt 
  in the architectural  
   model. 
 
 Ideogram for infant  
  a bullet with a full stop 
 on the sign that says Changing 
 
Table. 



WARSZAWA 
 also after David Bowie 
 
 Memory born 
            city, teastained 
skull chip of a weary 
            giant, one part ash, 
one part riverwater,  
            one part turquoise 
crenellated sun; bare mistletoe 
            scribbles’ cockscombs 
tattoo the glowing flagstones,  
            the dragon scales 
of shiny pianos— 
            blood dragon a tree 
of red nerves, subcutaneous 
            in the white eagle, 
white city, white & wet  
            with snow, snoring 
purple contrails above 
            the hairy treeline 
that threads along the old rails, 
            comes to roost  
at the clock-tower, a great solemn 
            cake watching eddies 
of roof snow breathe—   
            big grey rocket palace, 
its braids of amber rattle 
            the rattle of a kickboard 
girl in Plac Zamkowy—1939 1945 
            1950 1960 1970 
2012.  Bar of milk ghosts, 
            melting faces’ regimental  
moustaches as sure as  
            6ROLGDUQRĤþ coffee  
mugs,  the cobblestones’  
            touchscreens, naked earth 
under them—purring 
           gears of a clock 
of salt, the chesnut  
 brown ground sleeping 
furiously, mouth full 



 of bones, a plate  
of bad ice besotted 
 by marching.  The crunch  
of marching the batting of wet eyes 
 flails in the dun  
crypts, the cotton 
 of bones still dumb in the ears— 
what what Frédéric, 
 a slow polonaise 
in the rusty square, 
 woot woot of blue lights; 
your face crumples 
 on a candy bar, gold leaf  
underneath.  No words 
for  
 Sula vie 

diejo the taxicabs creep; 
 the marquee glistens; 
the wolf is gone 
 cheli venco raero 

malio. 



MYSTERONS 
 after Portishead & Sandra Simonds 
 
Contralto spike 
 
 tympani tinnitus hi-hat  
in the echolalia 
strobe  hit it its  
 autumn 1995 
 
  
 down on purple 
marigolds shuffling 
 by  so 
erased—like handwriting  
 is speech. 
Baby blues the pips of the pin- 
 points    
 errant signs 
 
I have always ignored  
 the audience finding the genii 
by rubbing  
 the furnace   washed-out piles 
of powdered  
 elements.  Sidelong  
  the sties revolve  
 
a carousel there a webbed horse  
 the plonk  
of the bathysphere.  A breathing map 
 
 forward-thinking collapses 
 
a spring of bones under the metronome  
 sliding of the Martian necks 
 
all I remember is  
 “pineapple-colored kerosene”  a silhouette lit 
up in warm chroma  the weeping sparks 
 like scare quotes. 



KILLCROP 
 I grew up like a changeling.—Ian Curtis 

 
 

Shiv- 
fisted  

curve of  
the fisheye  

in the drop hung  
from the desiccated wings. 
Spriggan-sprig, the taproot 

heart is the bruise of the gloaming: 
the angel is black; the angel is whip-thin, 

a coarse shadow in the vapor of your own  
breath inside the pinion-rustle of the sigh of 

the evergreen revels. Come away if indeed  
you are human; full of weeping, too, 

is this grove, but those tears 
are not for you. 



CAPTAIN ATOM C'EST MOI  
 
Captain Atom c’est moi 
 when I cannot control  
 my human hands 
 
    fingers 
    udon noodles 
Forces weak &  
 strong   an army of babies 
 
to pull apart your model spacecraft 
 
 full speed ahead 
 into the singularity 
    simpleton 
Silence  
of the Space Jockey 
 in his conch so belabored by 
  observable phenonmena 
    in the street 
so much milling & 
   chaff  
 
Flotsam in a lagan house, the old familiar  
 tune, the old cartoon  
familiar    Turning fighter planes into daisies  
  Blue & naked & 
    incorrect 



NEW FIFTY-TWO 
 
Writ on the lintel 
 of  the underground: 
Individuals  Begin new star 
clustered   clusters 
Complimentary  Flash 
ring.  Four squared, 
 sixteen ounces of bronze  
 flesh.   Pin the nose 
to pop the age 
  out the mouth 
 like a saffron banner.  
Each year the summer dies  
like an idiot.  Even the cartoons 
abandon  Saturday morning. 
   The flies 
do not cease 
 to be young.   Nor do you, 
a glitch.  This is hurricane  
season, this is the airlock 
of forever.  All of the chances, 
 wherever they may be, 
all of the ships at sea—expect  
  service interruptions; 
a populist mural reboots 
the trains.  Say this is a city 
 of women, say this is a city  
of sutures.  The dawn walks up, 
 puts its fist in  
your marsupial pouch, pulls  
 out you, smooths your locks— 
  Kindertransport. 
This is the first day of school, 
  again & again & again. 
 



UNTITLED 
 for Cynthia Dall  
 
Empty rockingchair describes an arc 
from glowering sun to polyphageous moon— 
 groaning in the liminal time, 4AM disembodied 
 wings like parentheses the soul  
ascends) listening ( 
   The dusty floor is lit 
 by the constellations of drops 
  a floor amasses: 
 tears & blood & cum as it spins 
on the surface of Earth, surfeit 
 of scorpions & spiders & water- 
bearers bowed low with the weight of water 
 on either shoulder, shimmery pinions, 
the fish spill out & curl 
 red & translucent on the linoleum— 
moving head & tail in love, Piscean age 
 ended, the end 
of age—where you lay your head & the water  
 still runs green beside a crooked house 
& another early spring limned  
 everything so wet & clear, tears 
falling into puddles & troubling  
up another drop speeding briefly 
 toward heaven until it shatters 
into a crown of same—corona radiata—then 
  is still 
   & transfigured &  
  salt crystals drift away 
 like Ferris wheels 
  or angels with bluejays’ wings, 
 light 
as a feather & translucent as the bones 
of a fish. 



SHAVASANA 
 
The day is glass 
 
Hubris of named hours 
 
A mantra powerful as a plant 
 
What if the dead could vote? 
 
The mighty limbs  
 
The black nerves of the earth 
 
Frame an isthmus of static 
 
Blue & nostalgia the language of sundogs 
 
Pools purple sugar  
 
Water & the insect limbs of sweat 
 
Discomfit a crown of daisies  
 
A ring of poppies a corpse in the sun 
 
Ringing.  Silver slash of meteors 
 
& pulverized diamonds  
 
Dip of a beak, a proboscis  
 
Into the moonstone vein  
 
The clear eyes of fireflies 
 
A fire in the dawn heat  
 
A heart  
 
The herm of a second 



POEM FOR PEOPLE WHO MAKE FUN OF POETS WHO USE  
THE NAMES OF FLOWERS  
 
Lawn flowers— 

the colors 
of the library. 
 The savory  
dandelion, bug eyes 
 of bleuets  
& monk-faced  
 violets.  Blades 
of grass,  
 a riot—the toroid 
mouths, a song 
  of verdure the million 
names of plants. 
 The blossom  
of a name, a jewel  
 that rends diamonds,  
the throat of a bluebell 
 as deep as the rain 
shall hold me  
 like a dog’s prize. 
In the early morning 
 is when  
the plants grow, regardless 
 of you.   
Wear the second skin 
 of moss  
underground; your face 
 is a garden  
even after you’re gone. 



THE SMOKY ROSE OF DAWN ABOVE 
 
The smoky rose of dawn above 
 the second city of absence, 
    quiet streets 
    ERROR 404 
  in the shunned time, 
the unseen  
 visible in the lonely train— 
builders, cleaners, only Jesus  
 & McDonalds prowl the swirling eddies 
of bright cold trash—WE ARE HAPPY TO SERVE 
 YOU in the pantomime of Athenian  
  democracy flattened amongst the parade 
 of impossible placard women 
who inhabit someone’s fabricated  
 evening, who balk at this 
 the hour of the misplaced—sheenless 
  among shitty diapers & Styrofoam peanuts. 
 
  What even the champion somnambulist  
 will wake to— 
  work, age, the quotidian  
 a bleeding limb inside the haute  
knockoff jumper—trash collectors scouring 
the curbs in search of some kind of relief, 
 the answer is there 
  between metal teeth, 
buried or flushed out to sea,  
 clogging the world with its urgency. 



BARDO 
 
Steel grey on navy blue 
            gloaming lichen            nigori cumuli 
10 toasts 
            throw your hat in  
            capillary action  
of the sky the jewel box spider 
            of a big jet going 
            autobiographers of clouds 
bodhisattvas & onis    
            dapper in the drinking  
places unsheath the water- 
            knife in the trenchant 
dirty townships            On a night like this 
            someone is dropping  
beats in 1989 
            The many flowering bushes 
of hell              The blue devils 
            crazed from it  
                        gunpowder & marigold smells 
one long mirror 
            in the river replete with licks  
of flame            billowing coals 
            black light 
            crushed velvet  
            to clean the blade 
damp with the fluid 
            of sticky fruit 



UTOPIA PKWY  
 
Coltrane’s quotidian 
 sun peeling 
winter off everything 
  still cold 
blue  but not me, 
 a closed system 
you might say— 
  my skin 
is thick,  but still  
 the sun peers 
inside & does its violence. 
 
  If I cannot 
be human, 
 why must I be 
mortal?  It’s black coffee. 
 It’s legerdemain. 
Consider this plain 
 100,000 years thence— 
wouldn’t it be easier 
 to just eat things 
from the grass & have nothing 
 to say? 
 
Because I honestly 
 have nothing to say; 
you will begin to drift 
 toward 
  the margins, all lit up  
by the day 
 like it could not be 
any different; some  
 make a big deal out 
of shutting up— 
   I don’t. 



SUN SHIP 
 after The John Coltrane Quartet 
 
Sun ship 
 for a bier 
Stone grey heads nod 
 goodbye 
 
Stars melt 
 into a joke 
  a line of feathers 
into the next universe 
 It will be  
  nothing 
 
like writing 
  A cradle  
of atoms 
  A voice 
A call 
  A gold circle 
of the others expanding 
 like a song 
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